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How to Use This Book
This book is available to download for Artechoke Media customers that purchased the cloud version. If 
you downloaded this book for free via another channel, please consider supporting the author and the 
owners of Artechoke Media (an extremely small jiu-jitsu business) so that we can make more books like 
this in the future.

For best results, ePub readers should use an up-to-date iBooks application to view the book as other 
readers may not support rich media. For Android users, use an e-reader that supports ePub3 (Gitden 
Reader is our favorite). If videos are not loading and graphics appear to be missing, check to see if your 
device and your reader support media rich ePubs. If you are reading the interactive PDF, download the 
most recent version of Adobe Reader and fully update Flash for an optimal viewing experience.

BAsIc InTeRAcTIvITy

This book relies heavily on rich media which includes looped animations of techniques in action and 
instructional videos compressed and optimized for mobile viewing. Learning to interact with this content 
is essential to your enjoyment of the content.

1. If you are using the ePub version of the book, swipe your finger to turn pages. If you are using the 
interactive PDF version, scroll through the document as you would a webpage or a regular PDF.

2. This book includes a comprehensive table of contents to make jumping from technique to technique 
quick and easy. If you are using the iBooks reader, click in the heading of your reader to reveal a table of 
contents icon. All other users can scroll to the beginning of the book to access the full list of techniques.

3. For ePub readers, if a video does not play automatically, click the play icon to begin the video and 
click the enlarge icon in the bottom right hand corner to get a better look at the technique. For interac-
tive PDF readers, right click the media and toggle “enable/disable” media to force the video to play. This 
technology is relatively new for ePubs and PDFs, so it is unfortunately not perfect.

4. To launch instructional videos, click the play graphics at the end of each technique to load the video. 
These videos have been compressed for the sake of file size and bandwidth. Please use your cloud 
access if you prefer to view the video in 720p.

Like us on Facebook.

Follow us on Twitter.

subscribe to our channel on youTube.

check out our other books.

http://artechokemedia.com/
https://www.facebook.com/ArtechokeMedia
https://twitter.com/ArtechokeMedia
http://www.youtube.com/user/ArtechokeMedia
http://artechokemedia.com/books/


Chapter 4: Advanced Crucifix Setups
By now I hope you’ve come to understand that “advanced” doesn’t necessarily mean “complicated,” “low-percent-
age” or “difficult.” Many of the techniques in this chapter, and book in general, are actually fairly simple. The ad-
vanced aspect is that they may require you to know another technique to create a combination or may call for a 
heightened sense of timing, or expect you to be confident in your crucifix control.

With these techniques, as with all techniques, take your time to study and practice. Try to break down a seemingly 
complex move into its basic elements and see if each element makes sense. Figure out how and why it works. Don’t 
just take my word for it. This process isn’t always fast, and you will need to go through trial-and-error before you 
find success, but the personal understanding you gain is very rewarding and will help you to elevate your game as a 
whole.

This chapter excites me because we now get to explore the jiu-jitsu map, finding routes between our standard posi-
tions and our crucifix game. We will break this down into two main categories: 

1) Crucifix entries while passing guard

2) Crucifix entries from various guards

We’ll close out with the “Big Step,” a shortcut from front headlock to the crucifix that blends together skills from 
earlier in the book.












4-1 Passing Guard to Crucifix
Near the beginning of the book, we touched on how to combine your guard passing game with back attacks using 
the spin behind. Now we go deeper into this strategy with entries to the crucifix that counter specific guards and 
scenarios.

Worrying about the crucifix is probably the last thing on your opponent’s mind when they have guard, but we know 
the triggers we want–an arm between the legs, the back exposed–and how to maneuver into position. These tech-
niques will add another dimension to your guard passing that can catch even experienced grapplers by surprise.

As with all techniques, but these in particular, it’s important you practice until you have a good feel for the timing. 
Knowing when not to go for these is just as important as knowing when it’s right to try. I will give you the tips I 
know, but ultimately its your experience that will make the biggest difference.

4-1a Stack Pass to Crucifix
We’re now going to take a basic skill–passing the guard by stacking–and connect it to our back control and crucifix 
game. The specifics of how you do your stacking pass will vary, but the idea is the same: flip them over and attack 
the back. In addition to being an effective way to get the crucifix, this technique also illustrates how learning the 
crucifix can affect your game. Once you develop the awareness and the habit of trapping an arm between your leg, 
you start to find the crucifix in strange places.

Stack Pass to Crucifix
As you stack your opponent, lift their hips and roll them over their near shoulder. Be ready to grab the seat belt grip 
and begin any of your side ride attacks, back takes or crucifix entries. For your training partners’ safety, don’t stack 
them directly on to the back of their neck. Allow them to either roll backwards over their shoulder, or finish your 
pass to side control. As you drill this technique, you will find yourself more and more comfortable with catching the 
arm in the transition, in the grey area between your opponent’s guard and your opponent’s turtle.
         












Killing the Hand on the Hip
A common response to stacking passes like the double under is for the opponent to stiff arm your hips, hoping 
to push you away and block your progress. Driving your knee over the arm kills this defense, allowing you to ei-
ther finish the pass or flip them over into the crucifix. If their arm ends up trapped between your legs and already 
crossed back, you can even hit a quick reverse omoplata.
         












4-1b Countering Cross Guard
You can use this as a counter to both the pendulum sweep and omoplata sweeps from cross guard. In either situa-
tion, their arm is already between your legs, so once you flip them over, you’ve in the kneeling crucifix, ready for the 
reverse omoplata.

As with most counters, I don’t recommend baiting this unless you are very confident in your timing and execution. 
The margin for error is very small, but there’s a big payoff if you succeed. Experience will teach you when to stick to 
simple defenses or when to go for fancier techniques like this.
         















4-1c Countering Star Sweep
The star sweep is a classic technique for beating the standing guard break. The guard player underhooks the leg, 
handstands into a back roll, and knocks over the guard passer with an ankle pick. If you’ve been paying attention, 
you should be able to spot the two points we care about: an arm is between our legs and our opponent is rolling to 
their knees. If we can prevent the sweep, we have the crucifix ready and waiting for us.

As your opponent rolls to all fours, drop your knee to the floor and land heavy on their back with a seat belt grip. 
You need to regain your base before they can posture up and trip you backwards. The arm is already crossed for the 
reverse omoplata if that’s your goal. Even if they sweep you backwards, with a tight enough seat belt grip, you can 
pull them into a traditional “face up” crucifix.
         















4-1d Countering Sitting Guard
This is a favorite technique of mine, since it comes as such as surprise to an opponent. One moment, your opponent 
is pursuing you from guard, and the next you’re on their back with a choke sunk in. With more and more jiu-jiteiros 
developing dangerous butt scoot games, having this technique in your arsenal is a great way to mentally off-balance 
your opponent and put them on the defensive.

You can take many paths to get here. Your opponent may sit up from De la Riva guard, or scoot in from sitting 
guard, or you may suddenly stand up in their butterfly guard. However you get there, the goal is to get your oppo-
nent to hug your leg so you can pass their head to the outside and drop into the crucifix.
         












4-1e Countering Deep Half Guard
The deep half guard has risen in popularity in recent years, popularized by fighters like Jeff Glover, Bernardo Faria, 
Ryan Hall, Robert “Cyborg” Abreu, among many other black belts. My own instructor Eduardo de Lima has dedi-
cated himself to deep half guard, making dealing with it a daily challenge for me.

What makes the deep half guard so effective is that allows the bottom fighter to avoid or disregard the common half 
guard counters. An experienced deep half guard player isn’t phased by being crossed faced or underhooked. As they 
inch their way under, these traditional counters become less and less effective.

I owe this counter to Jeff Glover and Bill “the Grill” Cooper, who have been my jiu-jitsu idols since I was a white 
belt. After watching studying their games, I began using a similar strategy to counter deep half guard. My friend Jeff 
Rockwell, another crucifix expert, also gave me helpful pointers on this transition.

Take a look at the move, then we’ll discuss it in more depth:
         

You need to anticipate their deep half guard entry and throw yourself into this counter before they get too deep. You can miss 
your chance if they can dive both arms under your trapped leg.

Laying across your opponent may feel awkward at first, but you will learn to hang out here. Once you get a kimura grip (or at 
least hugged around the arm), you control your opponent’s shoulder and prevent their rotation. Keep pressure on the kimura 
grip to stop them from sneaking out the backdoor.

Straighten your trapped leg but keep it relaxed. This allows you to fall toward their head and almost pull your leg out. Your 
goal is to get all the way over their head, then shift back in under it. You want their head resting on your stomach. If they 
refuse to pop their head out, keep grinding your ribs and stomach into their face. Most people will move their head to save 
their nose.

You’re practically in the crucifix at this point. Use your free leg to kick their knee until they release your leg. If the angle is 
right, you can even start attacking their neck with your foot still trapped.












  






4-2 Crucifix from Guard
Most crucifix entries we’ve shown so far have revolved around first being on top with a dominant position–side 
ride, sprawling, passing the guard, etc.–and having the opportunity to attack the back. The first setup in this sec-
tion will follow that familiar formula, using a “connect the dots” logic like “get up from guard and side ride.” But as 
we get deeper into the topic, we get to switch things up, finding crucifix entries from guard, sometimes even as we 
defend guard passes, that bypass these intermediate positions.

The value of these techniques is that they can easily be incorporated into your standard jiu-jitsu guard games. They 
don’t rely on any special positions or strange grips. Many of them take advantage of what you were already trying to 
do, such as armdrags or defending guard passes. With a few little tweaks, you can add the crucifix dynamic. You get 
the benefit of surprising your opponent with the crucifix without overcommitting to all-or-nothing moves.

4-2a Closed Guard Technical Stand Up
The technical stand up from closed guard is a fundamental move I expect every grappler to know. It has applica-
tions in self defense, sports jiu-jitsu with or without the gi, and MMA. In this technique, we use it to get to our feet 
and launch a quick snapdown that puts us in front headlock and side ride territory.

While I use a cross collar grip in this demonstration, you can just as easily use a clinch grip on the back of the head 
or a frame across the neck. The specifics will vary, but the objective remains the same: stand out of guard and get on 
top to create a path into the crucifix system.

         












   






4-2b Butterfly Guard Snap Down
Standing up is perhaps even more effective from butterfly guard. It’s not difficult to do or complicated to execute, 
but many grapplers forget that it’s an option, focusing entirely on more traditional butterfly attacks. For a crucifix 
specialist, butterfly guard is a prime opportunity to transition into the crucifix game. Your opponent is already wor-
rying about sweeps, armdrags and guillotines, and suddenly they are getting snapped down, sprawled on, and spun 
behind. Naturally, we are going to use this opportunity to catch the crucifix. This sequence is also a great setup for 
the big step that we’ll cover later.
         















4-2c Butterfly Guard Arm Drag
Now we get to cut out the middle men. This transition goes directly from butterfly guard to the crucifix without any 
stops in intermediate positions like side ride. Play butterfly guard and do enough arm drags and you’ll find your-
self in this situation whether you meant to or not. Instead of your arm drag giving you a clear path to the back, the 
guard passer hugs your leg and desperately hugs it to stop you from taking their back. If you don’t think fast, they 
can recover or even get an over-under pass.

Keep their arm trapped under your leg as you reach over for a front headlock or front bodylock grip. You may need 
to switch your butterfly hooks around to prevent them from jumping, which will be clearly demonstrated in below. 
From here, you just need to get to your knees and establish the kneeling crucifix. Be prepared to fight to keep your 
hips up, because they will be desperate to drag you back down.
         















4-2d Countering Stack Pass
The stiff arm escape is a high percentage defense to guard passes and a powerful tool for escaping side control. It 
has become my preferred strategy for defending stacking passes, especially because it protects the lower back and 
doesn’t call for any tricky leg work. In this variation, we’ll use it to prevent the pass and catch the crucifix. Watch 
Marcelo Garcia for countless examples of this stiff arm escape and all the paths it can lead down. My friend Jeff 
Rockwell teaches a very smart stiff arm escape system, and this technique comes from that. With any luck, I’ll get 
Jeff Rockwell to teach the rest of the system.

The sooner you stiff arm and sit up the better. You don’t want to crushed while desperately grabbing the back of 
their elbow. You may still be able to salvage it, but it’s much harder work. Set up a light-resistance drill with a part-
ner to put in dynamic reps that will develop your instinctual reaction.
         















4-2e Countering Over-Under Pass
My professor Eduardo de Lima taught me this counter to the over-under pass when I was a white belt and I’ve used 
it ever since. It takes advantage of their arm already being between your legs, resulting in the crucifix.

You need to act fast to defend guard passes. An aggressive, skilled guard passer is a force to be reckoned with, and 
your reactions will need to be instantaneous. You can’t hesitate to scoot your hips out and redirect their head. Isola-
tion drills (reps against resistance) with a good training partner are my favorite way to build these instincts (or any 
that require good timing).
         















4-2f Countering Bear Hug Pass
With an understanding of what leads to the crucifix, we can spot the transitions before our opponent knows to be 
worried about it. Here they are focused on hugging your legs together and driving around to side control with a 
bear hug pass. We use a frame across the neck to blunt their progress, then use our guard recovery as an opportuni-
ty to jump into the crucifix.

Your opponent may smell danger and pull back to avoid the crucifix. In that case, you “just” recover guard instead.
         


















4-3 The Big Step
The big step is what I call a crucifix entry from the front headlock. As you can guess, you take a big step straight 
into trapping the arm. We shortcut the usually sequence of “sprawl, crossface, spin behind, side ride…” by stomping 
straight into the crucifix.

What makes the big step somewhat advanced is not its complexity (stomping your foot isn’t very hard) but that you 
potentially compromise your balance to do it. You need to be confident in your balance and lower body coordina-
tion to dig for their arm while still defending against takedowns and reversals. As you drill the other techniques in 
this book, you will find yourself growing more and more confident with this type of coordination. It’s a natural part 
of the crucifix game, so if these techniques feel too awkward at first, circle back to them later after you’ve put some 
reps into other facets of your crucifix.

The Big Step from the Front Headlock
From the front headlock, angle to the side and slide your chest forward as you take a big step, aiming your heel into 
their armpit. Stomp your heel back to catch your opponent’s arm as you spin to the kneeling crucifix.

Notice that while the arm is trapped by what would normally be the “reverse omoplata” leg, it will often still be 
pointing forward. You will need to move it behind your knee (making them do a thumbs down) if you want to roll 
into the reverse omoplata.    

Big Step Versus Single Leg
Even with your opponent latched on to a single leg takedown, you can usually still big step to the opposite side. The pressure 
on the back of their head as you spin will likely break apart their grip on your leg. If you start to feel as though your base is 
compromised, transitioning back into a traditional sprawl can help you to maintain your top control. You may not achieve 
the crucifix right away, but at least you don’t end up on your back trying to play guard.   


















Big Step to Reverse Triangle
When doing the big step, you may run into trouble cleanly catching the arm. This doesn’t have to be a problem. 
Instead, slide your leg across the front of your opponent’s neck and lock up a reverse triangle. The last technique, big 
step versus the single leg, often leads to this reverse triangle since your opponent’s head and arm are already close 
together.

For the finish, I like to hug around the waist, fall to the side, and squeeze my legs as I bridge in. Be mindful that this 
can be a strong neck and/or spine crank in addition to being a choke, so be a good jiu-jiteiro and lookout for the 
health of your training partners.
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